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opportunity of observing perfected methods of agricultural
mechanization/' adding that he had been enabled to observe
certain shortcomings in the campaign against loss of grain
where electric threshing machines are used. "I myself showed
the collective farm workers how the continued supply of pails
could be organized to prevent the loss of grain in threshing.*5
Such were M. Harriot's remarks to the journalists when
asked what were the strongest impressions received during
his inspection of Russian industry and agriculture. At a moment
when thousands were dying and agriculture was passing through
the severest crisis,, as the Bolshevists themselves admit to-day,
it was left to M. Herriot to make the grand discovery of how
to perfect electric threshing by the two-pail system. The
Russian journalists received M. Herriof s remarks with approval.
What one would like to know is what the impression was in
the famine region when the interview was published in the
Soviet press and came to be read by the inhabitants. Perhaps
it was the same as that which Harry Lang observed at Kiev
when M. Herriot's denial of the existence of a famine in the
Ukraine came to the notice of the Soviet officials.
Thus every day brings M. Herriot and his friends, including
M. Alfan, a wealth of striking impressions. On August 30
fresh surprises awaited them at Rostov-on-Don. Arriving at
one o'clock they proceeded, after the usual official welcomes to
the local circus, and found the building filled by 3,500 Boy and
Girl Pioneers1 and collective farm children. As the Temps
report stated, the regional Congress of delegates of the
Pioneers was in progress; the Pioneers were the so-called
"light cavalry" in the campaign against wastage during the
new harvest. On entering, M. Herriot was met with loud cries
of "Long live Herriot and the friends of the Soviet Union."
According to the reports the Mayor of Lyons was much
impressed, especially when two of the "dear children" greeted
1 A Communist organization for children somewhat on the lines of the
Scout Movement.

